
Abstract

Introduction to Laser-Driven Kelvin-Helmholtz Experiments

The Center for Radiative Shock Hydrodynamics (CRASH) at the University of Michigan has developed 
an AMR, Eulerian radiation-hydrodynamics code, CRASH, which can model laser-driven experiments. 
One of these experiments we performed previously on the OMEGA Laser at LLE was designed to 
produce and observe the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The target design included low-density CRF 
foam layered on top of polyamide-imide plastic, with a sinusoidal perturbation on the interface and 
with the assembled materials encased in beryllium. The results of a series of CRASH simulations of 
these Kelvin-Helmholtz instability experiments are presented. These results will be compared to the 
experimental observations.
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Schematic of the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
experimental target geometry (1)

Conclusions & Further Directions

Experiments performed on the OMEGA laser feature:

 - 30 um Plastic ablator
 - Layered plastic and low-density carbon foam separated by sinusoidal perturbations with                   
400 micron wavlength and 60 micron amplitude
 - Rectangular beryllium encasement
     - Gold washers and acrylic shielding to assist with diagnostics
     - Diagnostics included radiography images 
     - Irradiated by 4300 J of laser energy in a 1ns pulse
     - Observed structure in radiographic images at several distinct times

Simuations in CRASH feature:
     - 2D and 3D Eulerian radiation-hydrodynamics code
     - Multigroup radiation and tabular equation of state

CRASH is a code that is still being developed. As such, it is important to exercise the code to 
simulate a variety of experiments di�erent from our nominal one. The Kelvin-Helmholtz ex-
periments have been performed at the OMEGA laser and we possess the data. CRASH has 
proved to simulate this experiments well, o�ering a slightly easier method of target fabrica-
tion. The next steps include further analysis and to continue simulating possible future ex-
periments.

CRASH simulations of the KH experiment density pro�les (left) compared to radiographs 
from actual experiment (right) at corresponding times (1)

These simulations of the Kelvin-Helmholtz experiments show promising qualitative results. In 
order to more accurately model the simulation, and laser power, it is necessary to expand this 
simulation into three dimensions.

Motivation

Initial experiments proved changes need to be made before more experimentaion

 - Since machining of beryllium encasement is too di�cult and expensive, a suitable     
alternative must be found
 - Plastic tube
 - No tube

Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities arise from a velocity di�erences 
across the interface of two �uids, ie how wind over water can 
cause waves. We are interested because:

 - KH instabilities arise in many astrophysical phenomena             
   such as supernovae
 - Well-studied system for which many experiments have   
   been performed, but not in the laser setting
 - Opportunity to test the CRASH code on experimental    
   setups very di�erent than our nominal radiative shock-  
   tubes for which we possess experimental data
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Example of Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instsability in cloud formations

Simulation and Experimental Results
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Density pro�le of initial CRASH set-up of KH 
target 

3-Dimensional Simulations of the Kelvin -Helmholtz Experiment

3D simulations indicate important interactions between the blast wave and the beryllium en-
casement.  What e�ect does this introduce into the instability? Further simulations without an 
encasement could provide crucial details missing in the 2D simulation

Simulations using substitute materials appear to engender the same Kelvin-Helmholtz roll-ups, 
e�ective cutting costs of both sta� time and money. Further simulations could assist in predict-
ing e�ects.

CRASH simulations of the KH experiment in 3 Dimensions with orthogonal views at 75 ns. 
Note the roll-ups occurring from the beryllium walls blowing in

Kelvin-Helmholtz density pro�les at 25 ns 
but with a thin plastic tube instead of 

beryllium. Note there is not much 
structurally di�erent from previous 

simulation 

Kelvin-Helmholtz density pro�les at 25 
ns but with no tube, opening up into 

vaccuum. The roll-ups still occur even if 
there is no containment.


